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tension of their nervous restraint in all this antiquity worship
by a burst of girlish merriment. One last glance did Wizzie
give at the third of these heathen apparitions, awaiting their
"christening" by his Lordship.
"It's not the bed-post head," she said to herself, "though
it's the same sort of thing. How disappointed old D. must be!"
And with a shrug of her shoulders she let herself be dragged away.
The gathering of all our friends from Glymes and Friary
Lane outside the excavation-shed was Dumbell's grand oppor-
tunity; and he hastened to disburden himself to both Uryen
and No-man of the instructions he had brought from Mr.
Cumber.
It soon transpired that the young Wyes were anxious now
to carry off both the son and the father to the rooms they had
taken at the Antelope; there, doubtless, to apportion them
both the exact limits of the aspect of the Great Discovery
which it would be their task to handle.
D. at once suggested that instead of doing this they should
all seek that dried-up dew-pond he and she had found, and
there, in situ, have a thorough blood-and-iron discussion of
what was to be telephoned. To this proposal Mr. and Mrs.
Wye willingly consented; not so much—as Wizzie saw—with
the idea of calling in the elder Mr. Wye to their discussion, as
of avoiding any risk of their evasive correspondents escaping,
or their "impressions" cooling off before they were officially
registered.
It was a cruel disappointment to the girl when she found
herself once more led off by No-man, in advance of the rest,
across the central plateau of Mai-Dun. She tried to hang back,
casting sympathetic looks at Uryen as he slouched wearily
along between the two Wyes; but it was no use. No-man re-
morselessly dragged her on. Her only comfort was that Thuella
was a good way behind, walking with her father again, and
accompanied by the silent Claudius.
The thought of going back to Friary Lane after all this, the
thought of resuming her normal life, of wheeling Lovie in the
perambulator, of listening to Jenny's piled-up wrongs, of sub-
mitting to No-man's caresses night after night, seemed just
then more than she could endure. How that image had stared
past her, out and away, beyond them all! Yes, that stone
woman's stare seemed to have broken up her resolution to be

